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TWO FACES OF POWER1
P ETER B A C H R A C H A N D M ORTON S. BARATZ
Bryn Mawr College

which predetermine their conclusions. Our
argument is cast within the frame of our central
thesis: that there are two faces of power, neither of which the sociologists see and only one
of which the political scientists see.

VW I*on(bept of power remains elusive despite
the rP\*tW and prolific outpourings of case
studk~ on community power. Its elusiveness is
clram:Lt kally demonstrated by the regularity of
disa~r~~(~mont as to the locus of community
pow&~ 1jt $ween the sociologists and the political
sciemt id S. ,Sociologically oriented researchers
have c(u~si&enUy found that power is highly
cent 4 i w( 1, d Glc scholars trained in political
s(*ien(dc 11a~e just as regularly concluded that in
WGr’* (~onln~unities power is widely diffused.2
Pre~u II I :i My, tShis explains why the latter group
St)+ \s ii 5(4f “pluralist,” its counterpart “elitist.”
T~~cIY~ ~~~en~s no room for doubt that the
sharpl~~ (li~crgont findings of the two groups are
the prt dwt, wt of sheer coincidence, but of
fun(lti~i~(!~~Lal differences in both their underlying a \su mpt ions and research methodology.
The 1): Ji tit&al scient,ists have contended that
these di fh~mws in findings can be explained by
the fault y :ipproach and presuppositions of the
socidwjd~. We contend in this paper that the
plurali; s t,hemst4vcs have not grasped the
who10 tl>uth of the matter; that while their
cri ticis:] 1s (bf tlw elitists are sound, they, like the
elitisk ut ilk: m approach and assumptions

I
Against the elitist approach to power several
criticisms may be, and have been levelled. One
has to do with its basic premise that in every
human institution there is an ordered system of
power, a “power structure” which is an integral
part and the mirror image of the organization’s
stratification. This postulate the pluralists
emphatically-and, to our mind, correctlyreject, on the ground that
nothing categorical can be assumed about power
in any community. . . . If anything, there seems

1 ‘l’hi+ p:i+er is an outgrowth of a seminar in
Prol&~nl~ of Power in Contemporary Society,
conduc~~J jointly by the authors for graduate
st~~d~:nt 5 and \lndergraduatc majors in political
science :I ~1 economics.
2 Co]l1;1:U(~, for example, the sociological studies
of I’l+.~ i 1 hihi or, Corn*munit y Pofwer Struci? ure
(Ch:hpo1 I Ml, 1953) ; Roland Pellegrini and
ChaI& IL Chalks, “Absentee-owned Corporation> :U t 1 t ~on!munity Power Structure,” Asmerictj n Jo v rnd oj Sociology, Vol. 61 (March 1956),
pp. 41:; 19; ant1 Robert 0. Schulze, “ E c o n o m i c
1 lCbTllili:i 111 s md Community Power Structure,”
A ~~~~~ri~~i /I 8oc~ol~&~l IZeview, Vol. 23 (February
19XQ, I)[). 3-9; with political science studies of
W:&MJ s. Sayrc and Herbert Kaufman, Governi?? {/ ALYt’ !i’ ht% My (New York, 1960); Robert A.
I)::hi, M,o Go~)r& ( N e w H a v e n , 1 9 6 1 ) ; a n d
X bri (~11 !+1. Len g a n d George Belknap, “A Reso:{ r& ljrogr:~ 111 on L e a d e r s h i p a n d DecisionM:&ing i n M~~tro~~olitan Areas” (New York,
&vcrIj ~111 t al Mfairs Institute, 1956). See also
X&o11 \\-. PoMy, “How to Study Community
Po wt;r : The Pluralist Alternative,” Journal of
~h!~[ i,*s , -cc d. 22 (*4ugust, 1960), pp. 474-84.

to be an unspoken notion among pluralist researchers that at bottom nobody dominates in a
town, so that their first question is not likely to be,
“Who runs this community?,” but rather, “Does
anyone at all run this community?” The first
query is somewhat like, “Have you stopped beating your wife?,” in that virtually any response
short of total unwillingness to answer will supply
the researchers with a “power elite” along the
lines presupposed by the stratification theory.4

Equally objectionable to the pluralists-and
to us-is the sociologists’ hypothesis that the
power structure tends to be stable over time.
Pluralists hold that power may be tied to
issues, and issues can be fleeting or persistent, provoking coalitions among interested groups and
citizens, ranging in their duration from momentary to semi-permanent. . . . To presume that the
set of coalitions which exists in the community at
any given time is a timelessly stable aspect of
social structure is to introduce systematic inaccuracies into one’s description of social reality.5

A third criticism of the elitist model is that it
wrongly equates reputed with actual power:
If a man’s major life work is banking, the pluralist
presumes he will spend his time at the bank, and
not in manipulating community decisions. This

presumption holds until the banker’s activities
and participations indicate otherwise. . . . If we
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3 See especially N. W. Polsby, op. cit., p. 475f.
4 Ibid., pp. 476.
5 Ibid., pp. 478-79.
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presu nail that, 1 he banker is “really” engaged in
running t hc tbommunit,y, there is practically no
way d &~con~irming this notion, even if it is
t,ot:Q ~~~~*oncous. On the other hand, it is easy to
tipoL Lilfl i):Lnk(lr who really does run community
al’f:Grs u hen we presume he does not, because his
activit ios will make this fact apparent.6

.

This is not an exhaustive bill of particulars;
there ~c flaws other than these in the sociological n-~&J and methodology7-including some
which the pluralists themselves have not
not i(hod. J3ut to go into this would not materially s~~rvc our current purposes. Suffice it simply to ohscrve that whatever the merits of their
own :kpproach to power, the pluralists have
effccti\ cly exposed the main weaknesses of the
elitist model.
As the foregoing quotations make clear, the
pluralists concentrate their attention, not upon
the s~urccs of power, but its exercise. Power to
them m(lans “participation in decision-making “8 :I ~1 can be analyzed only after “careful
examin&ion of a series of concrete decisions.“g
As a rfhsult, the pluralist researcher is uninterested in the reputedly powerful. His concerns
instcb:ld are to (a) select for study a number of
Uk e~.r*’ as opposed to “routine” political deciSi0n?, (1)) identify the people who took an
ac ti vf b pu% in the decision-making process, (c)
obt,G a full account of their actual behavior
while 0jc policy conflict was being resolved,
and (~11 d&ermine and analyze the specific outcome of the (7mflict.
2’1~ advantages of this approach, relative to
t hc SiGt alternative, need no further exposition. ‘l’he same may not be said, however, about
its d,fcc ts-- t,wo of which seem to us to be of
fu~&~montal importance. One is that the model
t,aktis no a!ccount of the fact that power may be,
and ofbn is, exercised by confining the scope of
decis~ ()n-making to relatively (‘safe” issues. The
other is that, the model provides no objective
critcri:i for distinguishing between “important”
and Y~nimportant” issues arising in the political a 39a.

* Ihx, pp. 480-81.

7 &Y: especially Robert A. Dahl, “A Critique of
t,he U,!iiing-Nite Model,” this R E V I E W, Vol. 52
( JUTW 1!158), pp. 463-69; and Lawrence J. R.
Hcrs( In, ?ln t h e F o o t s t e p s o f C o m m u n i t y
Pow&’ this R E V I E W, Vol. 55 (December 1961),
PI). 817-31.
* ?‘his definition originated with Harold D.
Lass~cll and Abraham Kaplan, Power and Society
(NW ILiven, 1950), p. 7 5 .
9 Robert A. Dahl, “A Critique of the RulingElit,e >1odel,” Zoc. cit., p. 466.

II
There is no gainsaying that an analysis
grounded entirely upon what is specific and
visible to the outside observer is more “scientific” than one based upon pure speculation. To
put it another way,
If we can get our social life stated in terms of
activity, and of nothing else, we have not indeed
succeeded in measuring it, but we have at least
reached a foundation upon which a coherent system of measurements can be built up. . . . We
shall cease to be blocked by the intervention of
unmeasurable elements, which claim to be themselves the real causes of all that is happening, and
which by their spook-like arbitrariness make impossible any progress toward dependable knowledge?

The question is, however, how can one be certain in any given situation that the “unmeasurable elements” are inconsequential, are not of
decisive importance? Cast in slightly different
terms, can a sound concept of power be predicated on the assumption that power is totally
embodied and fully reflected in “concrete decisions” or in activity bearing directly upon
their making?
We think not. Of course power is exercised
when A participates in the making of decisions
that affect B. But power is also exercised when
A devotes his energies to creating or reinforcing
social and political values and institutional
practices that limit the scope of the political
process to public consideration of only those
issues which are comparatively innocuous to A.
To the extent that A succeeds in doing this, B is
prevented, for all practical purposes, from
bringing to the fore any issues that might in
their resolution be seriously detrimental to A’s
set of preferences?
lo L4rthur Bentley, The Process of Government
(Chicago, 1908), p. 202, quoted in Polsby, op. cit.,
p. 48ln.
11 As is perhaps self-evident, there are similarities in both faces of power. In each, A participates
in decisions and thereby adversely affects B. But
there is an important difference between the two:
in the one case, A openly participates; in the other,
he participates only in the sense that he works to
sustain those values and rules of procedure that
help him keep certain issues out of the public domain. True enough, participation of the second
kind may at times be overt; that is the case, for
instance, in cloture fights in the Congress. But the
point is that it need not be. In fact, when the
maneuver is most successfully executed, it neither
involves nor can be identified with decisions
arrived at on specific issues.

TWO FACES OF POWER

Situat,ions of this kind are common. Considf:r, 1’or example, the case-surely not unf:Lmili:\r to this audience-of the discontented
facultv member in an academic institution
head& by a tradition-bound executive. Aggri(hv& about a long-standing policy around
which :I, strong vested interest has developed,
the professor resolves in the privacy of his office
to lau~~~*h an attack upon the policy at the next
facul t \r meeting. But, when the moment of
truth ‘is at hand, he sits frozen in silence. Why?
Among the many possible reasons, one or more
of thcsf: could have been of crucial importance:
(a) the professor was fearful that his intended
action would be interpreted as an expression of
his di&)yalty to the institution; or (b) he decidcd that), given the beliefs and attitudes of his
colleagues on the faculty, he would almost
certainly constitute on this issue a minority of
one; or cc) he concluded that, given the nature
of the l:iw-making process in the institution, his
propo~od remedies would be pigeonholed perman~~rGy. But whatever the case, the central
point 10 1~ made is the same: to the extent that
a pxsm or group -consciously o r unconsciou4>* -creates or reinforces barriers to the
public ziring of policy conflicts, that person or
group 11 as power. Or, as Professor Schattschnci&r has so admirably put it:
All forilts of political organization have a bias in
favor of the e+oitation of some kinds of conflict
and tJ1V YupprtGon of others because orguG&on
is the whilimhm of bias. Some issues are organizd id c b ~jolitics while others are organized out.12

Is such bias not relevant to the study of
po wcr ‘.I Gould not the student be continuously
alert to its possible existence in the human
inst)itution that he studies, and be ever prepar4 to examine the forces which brought it
into b&g and sustain it? Can he safely ignore
the possibility, for instance, that an individual
or groul) in a community participates more
VigmNidy in s u p p o r t i n g t h e nondecisionrnak~rq ~Tr~oc~ss than in participating in actual
decisions within the process? Stated differently,
can thp rosearcher overlook the chance that
some Pierson or association could limit decisionrnalGn!< to relatively non-controversial matters,
b)r infl~l~~ncing community values and political
pro~cd nres and rituals, notwithstanding that
there arc in the community serious but latent
power conflicts?13 To do so is, in our judgment,
12 E. K. Sch:ittschneider, 2’he SemGovereign
PCO& (Xe~v York, 1960), p. 71.
H I ):i h 1 part iaZZq concedes this point when he
ObserVW (” .I Cri tkpe of the Ruling-Elite Model,”
pp. Uib (XI) that “one could argue that even in a
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to overlook the less apparent, but nonetheless
extremely important, face of power
III
In his critique of the “ruling-elite model,”
Professor Dahl argues that ‘(the hypothesis of
the existence of a ruling elite can be strictly
tested only if . . . [t] here is a fair sample of
cases involving key political decisions in which
the preferences of the hypothetical ruling elite
run counter to those of any other likely group
that might be suggestedY4 With this assertion
we have two complaints. One we have already
discussed, viz., in erroneously assuming that
power is solely reflected in concrete decisions,
Dahl thereby excludes the possibility that in
the community in question there is a group
capable of preventing contests from arising on
issues of importance to it. Beyond that, however, by ignoring the less apparent face of
power Dahl and those who accept his pluralist
approach are unable adequately to differentiate
between a “key” and a “routine” political
decision.
Nelson Polsby, for example, proposes that
“by pre-selecting as issues for study those
which are generally agreed to be significant,
pluralist researchers can test stratification
theory.“ls He is silent, however, on how the
researcher is to determine ZL&XZ~ issues are “generally agreed to be significant,” and on how the
researcher is to appraise the reliability of the
agreement. In fact, Polsby is guilty here of the
same fault he himself has found with elitist
methodology: by presupposing that in any
community there are significant issues in the
political arena, he takes for granted the very
question which is in doubt. He accepts as issues
what are reputed to be issues. As a result, his
findings are fore-ordained. For even if there is
no “truly” significant issue in the community
society like ours a ruling elite might be so influential over ideas, attitudes, and opinions that a
kind of false consensus will exist-not the phony
consensus of a terroristic totalitarian dictatorship
but the manipulated and superficially self-imposed
adherence to the norms and goals of the elite by
broad sections of a community. . . . This objection points to the need to be circumspect in interpreting the evidence.” But that he largely misses
our point is clear from the succeeding sentence:
“Yet here, too, it seems to me that the hypothesis
cannot be satisfactorily confirmed without somethin g equivalent to the test I hav e proposed,”
and that is “by an exami natio n of a series of concrete cases where key decisons are made. . . . ”
I4 op. cit., p. 4 6 6 .
I5 Op. cit., p. 478.
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under >$tudy, there is every likelihood that
1Wsb~ (‘or any like-minded researcher) will find
one oi Fame and, after careful study, reach the
appro] !riatc pluralistic conclusions?
Dahl’s definition of “key political issues” in
his CS~:LY. (Jn th ruling-elite model is open to the
same (4ticism. He states that it is “a necessary
although possibly not a sufficient condition that
the [kf~,~] issue should involve actual disagreement* in prt.lferences a m o n g t w o o r m o r e
groupA”17 In our view, this is an inadequat,e
~~~~~r~~(*t(~rizati(~n of a “key p o l i t i c a l i s s u e , ”
simpl)- L~~~~ause groups can have disagreements
in pr~+~r~es on unimportant as well as on
import lint issues. Elite preferences which
bord(lr or] t h e indifferent are certainly not
sigdim ntl in determining whether a monolithic
or pol\%thic distribution of power prevails in a
gi vtln ’ twn munity. Using Dahl’s definition of
” kw p Jbtid issues,” the researcher would
h& Ii{- tlo difficulty in finding such in practi~,ll~~ :M_Y (~omrnunity; and it would not be surpriGn< tl~~~n if he ultimately concluded that
~OWW i tl Uw community was widely diffused.
WW distinction between important and
u ni ml ~~&~nt issues, we believe, cannot be made
int~G~~M3y in the absence of an analysis of the
Yrd~i~k~~io~~ of bias” in the community; of the
dornir~:~~~t values and the political myths,
ri tual~, cwd iMitutions which tend to favor the
vest4 i !lW&s of one or more groups, relative
t o othW_ Armed with this knowledge, one
~uld prelude that any challenge to the predomirl:Ltlf) values or to the established “rules of
tJh(h g:LIlW” ~0uld constitute an Ymportant”
issup ; :~ll COW, unimportant. To be sure, j udgmerits of this kind cannot be entirely objective.
l{u t t< b :L?Gd making them in a study of power
is l~~t!~ to neglect a highly significant aspect of
poW!r and thereby to undermine the only
sound L:iGs for discriminating between “key”
am 1 ” t*( a tjinC decisions. In effect, we contend,
thcl p\u t*:ilists have made each of these mist 3lWS 1 thtit is to say, they have done just that
for wl&h Kaufman and Jones so severely taxed
I%yd Hunt(ir: they have begun [‘their structure :tt# thp mezzanine without showing us a
.
10bb~ c It* foun4ation,“18 i.e., they have begun by
stu&itlg the issues rather than the values and
hia& that are built into the political system
and th:kt, for the student of power, give real
M .4+ 1~ points out, the expectations of t h e
reswrchers “have seldom been dis:1ppoin t d” mid., p. 477).
pluralk~

G 0p. cit., p. 467.
WI Ikrhert Kaufman and Victor Jones, “The
Myst,tys of P o w e r , ” Public Administration ReMummer 1954). D. 207.

meaning to those issues which do enter the
polit,ical arena.
IV
There is no better fulcrum for our critique of
the pluralist model than Dahl’s recent study of
power in New Haven.lg
At the outset it may be observed that Dahl
does not attempt in this work to define his
concep$ “key political decision.” In asking
whether the “Notables” of New Haven are
“influential overtly or covertly in the making
of government decisions,” he simply states that
he will examine “three different ‘issue-areas’ in
which important public decisions are made:
nominations by the two political parties, urban
redevelopment, and public education.” These
choices are justified on the grounds that “nominations determine which persons will hold
public office. The New Haven redevelopment
program measured by its cost-present and
potenCa1 -is the largest in the country. Public
education, aside from its intrinsic importance,
is the costliest item in the city’s budget.”
Therefore, Dahl concludes, “It is reasonable to
expect . . . that the relative influence over
public officials wielded by the . . . Notables
would be revealed by an examination of their
participation in these three areas of activity.“2o
The difficulty with this latter statement is
that it is evident from Dahl’s own account that
the Notables are in fact uninterested in two of
the three “key” decisions he has chosen. In
regard to the public school issue, for example,
Dahl points out that many of the Notables live
in the suburbs and that those who do live in
New Haven choose in the main to send their
children to private schools. “As a consequence,” he writes, “their interest in the public
schools is ordinarily rather slight.“21 Nominations by the two political parties as an important “issue-area?” is somewhat analogous to the
public schools, in that the apparent lack of
interest among the Notables in this issue is
partially accounted for by their suburban residence-because of which they are disqualified
from holding public office in New Haven. Indeed, Dahl himself concedes that with respect
to both these issues the Notables are largely
indifferent: “Business leaders might ignore the
public schools or the political parties without
any sharp awareness that their indifference
would hurt their pocketbooks . . .” He goes on,
however, to say. tlhat

HI Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs? (New Haven,
1961).
20 Ibid., p. 64.
N Ibid., p. 70.

d changes [as a result of the
program] in ownership,
physic:il layoutj, and usage of property in the
downtown arth:i and the effects of these changes on
the co 111 tn~~rci:~.l and industrial prosperity of New
II wthre :~ll related in an obvious way to the
co~~cerns of businessmen.22

understood clearly that in making these points
we are not attempting to refute Dahl’s contention that the Notables lack power in New
Haven. What we ure saying, however, is that
this conclusion is not adequately supported by
his analysis of the “issue-areas” of public education and party nominations.
The same may not be said of redevelopment.
Thus, if one believes-as Professor Dahl did
This issue is by any reasonable standard imwhen 11~ wrote his critique of the ruling-elite
portant for purposes of determining whether
mot+1 -~ that an issue, to be considered as im- New Haven is ruled by ‘(the hidden hand of an
portai$ %hould involve actual disagreement
economic elite.“26 For- the Economic Notables
in prcftlr(incc3 among two or more groups,“23
have taken an active interest in the program
then &arly he has now for all practical purand, beyond that, the socio-economic implicaposes lvrit%en off public education and party
tions of it are not necessarilv in harmony with
nominations as key “issue-areas.” But this
the basic interests and value; of businesses and
point aside, it appears somewhat dubious atI businessmen.
best tM ‘%hp relative influence over public
In an effort to assure that the redevelopment
offXals wielded by the Social Notables” can be program would be acceptable to what he
rcvealt4 by an examination of their nonparticidubbed ‘(the biggest muscles” in New Haven,
pation in areas in which they were not inter- Mayor Lee created the Citizens Action Come&d.
mission (CAC) and appointed to it primarily
Furthermore, we would not rule out the pos- representatives of the economic elite. It was
sibilit>T that clren on those issues to which they given the function of overseeing the work of the
appear indifferent, the Notables may have a
mayor and other officials involved in redevelopsignifi(*:lnt degree of indirect influence. We
ment, and, as well, the responsibility for organwould suggest, for example, that although they izing and encouraging citizens’ participation in
stind their &ildren t o p r i v a t e s c h o o l s , t h e
the program through an extensive committee
XotaMs do recognize that public school ex- system.
pendit ures have a direct bearing upon their own
In order to weigh the relative influence of the
tax li:Lbilit)ies. This being so, and given their
mayor, other key officials, and the members of
sMng r(iprescntation on the New Haven Board the CAC, Dahl reconstructs “all the importunt
of Finance, 24 the expectation must be that it is
decisions on redevelopment and renewal bein their direct interest to play an active role in
tween 1950-58 . . . [to] determine which indifiscal policy-making, in the establishment of
viduals most often initiated the proposals that
the edu(*ational budget in particular. But as to
were finally adopted or most often successfully
this, I Ml is silent: he inquires not at all into
vetoed the proposals of the others.“27 T h e
either the decisions made by the Board of
results of this test indicate that the ma.yor and
Finantbfl with respect to education nor into
his development administrator were by far the
their impact upon the public schools.25 Let it be most influential, and that the “muscles” on the
Commission, excepting in a few trivial instances, “never directly init>iated, opposed,
vetoed, or altered any proposal brought before
them. . . .“28
This finding is, in our view, unreliable, not so
’ 7 h(a nGn policy thrust of the Economic Notables
much because Dahl was compelled to make a
is to oppose t,:ix increases; this leads them to oppost q)~:nditures for anything more than minimal
traditional city services. In this effort their two
most et%ctive weapons ordinarily are the mayor
and thfh Roard of Finance. The policies of the
XotaMcs are most easily achieved under a strong
mayor if his policies coincide with theirs or under
a we:& mayor if they have t*he support of the
Board of Finance. . . . New Haven mayors have
cant inu(hd t’o find it expedient to create confidence
in thGr financial policies among businessmen by
appoint,ing them to the Board.” (pp. 81-2)
*6 Dahl does discuss in general terms (pp. 79-84)
changes in the level of tax rates and assessments

in past years, but not actual decisions of the
Board of Finance or their effects on the public
school system.
26 Ibid., p. 124.
27 Ibid. ‘iA rough test of a person’s overt or
covert influence,” Dahl states in the first section
of the book, liis the frequency with which he
successfully initiates an important policy over
the opposition of otthers, or vetoes policies initiated by ot$hers, or initiates a policy where no
opposition appears.” (Ibid., p. 66)
26 Ibid., p. 131.
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subject i me selection of what constituted Gnportent dG&ms within what he felt to be an GnpO??OV l ’ *issue-3rea,” as because the finding was
based upon an excessively narrow test of influencc. ‘1’0 measure relative influence solely in
terms of t,he ability to initiate and veto propostils is to ignore the possible exercise of influence or power in limiting the scope of initiation.
How, tllat is to say, can a judgment be made as
to the relative influence of Mayor Lee and the
CM without knowing (through prior study of
the political and social views of all concerned)
the pre~~~sals that Lee did not make because he
an ticip:it ed that they would provoke strenuous
opposition and, perhaps, sanctions on the part
of the V11c?2g
In su IH, since he does not recognize both faces
of powt ‘r., Dahl is in no position to evaluate the
relat ivfi influence or power of the initiator and
dccisioli-maker, on the one hand, and of those
persons, on the other, who may have been indirectl~~ instrumental in preventing potentially
clan;;erous issues from being raised?O As a re-

sult, he unduly emphasizes the importance of
initiating, deciding, and vetoing, and in the
process casts the pluralist conclusions
of his
.
study into serious doubt.

V

We have contended in this paper that a fresh
approach to the study of power is called for, an
approach based upon a recognition of the two
faces of power. Under this approach the researcher would begin-not, as does the sociologist who asks, “Who rules?” nor as does the
pluralist who asks, “Does anyone have power?”
-but by investigating the particular “mobilization of bias” in the institution under scrutiny. Then, having analyzed the dominant
values, the myths and the established political
procedures and rules of the game, he would
make a careful inquiry into which persons or
groups, if any, gain from the existing bias and
which, if any, are handicapped by it. Next, he
would investigate the dynamics of nondecGGo+
rnu?&g; that is, he would examine the extent to
which and the manner in which the status quo
29 I)&)1 is, of course, aware of the “law of anticoriented persons and groups influence those
ipa ted rth:! ct ions.” In the case of the mayor’s relacommunity values and those political institutionship &h t?le C4C, Dahl notes that Lee was
tions (as, e.g., the unanimity “rule” of New
“p:~r&*~~ My skillful in estimating what the C4C
York City’s Board of Estimate31) which tend to
could 1~ (hxljectcd to support or reject.” (p. 137).
limit the scope of actual decision-making to
Howe~r, Dahl was not interested in analyzing or
“safe” issues. Finally, using his knowledge of
appr&ing to what extent the CAC limited Lee’s
the restrictive face of power as a foundation for
fre~~dom of action. I3ecause of his restricted conanalysis and as a standard for distinguishing
cept of power, Dahl did not consider that the CAC
between “key” and “routine” political decimight in this respect have exercised power. That
sions, the researcher would, after the manner of
the CM ; did not initiate or veto actual proposals
the pluralists, analyze participation in decisionby the mayor was to Dahl evidence enough that
making of concrete issues.
the CM: was virtually powerless; it might as
We reject in advance as unimpressive the
plaGb1.v be evidence that the CAC was (in itself
possible criticism that this approach to the
or in wh:\t it represented) so powerful that Lee
study of power is likely to prove fruitless beventure 1 not,hing it would find worth quarreling
cause it goes beyond an investigation of what is
with.
objectively measurable. In reacting against the
30 TOW f:ic,t th:Lt the initiator of decisions also
subjective aspects of the sociological model of
refrains- because he anticipates adverse reacpower, the pluralists have, we believe, made the
tions -f:*om initiating other proposals does not
m i s t a k e o f d i s c a r d i n g %nmeasurable eleobviously lessen the power of the agent who
ments” as unreal. It is ironical that, by so doing,
limited hi* initiative powers. Dahl missed this
they have exposed themselves to the same
point): “1 t is,” he writes, “all the more improbable,
tundamental criticism they have so forcefully
then, tht :I, secret cabal of Notables dominates
levelled against the elitists: their approach to
the public life of New Haven through means so
and assumptions about power predetermine
clandesti~~~~ that not one of the fifty prominent
their findings and conclusions.
citizens i~!t erviewed in the course of this studycit,izens lvho had participated extensively in
various d~Gsions--hinted at the existence of such
a cabal. . . ” (p. 1 8 5 ) .
In con(>oiving of elite domination exclusively in
the form of :L conscious cabal exercising the power
of ~~e~~isi~)~~-~nal~i~~g and vetoing, he overlooks a
more subtle form of domination; one in which
those who actually dominate are not conscious of

it themselves, simply because their position of
dominance has never seriously been challenged.
*I Sayre and Kaufman, op. cit., p. 640. For perceptive study of the “mobilization of bias” in a
rural American community, see Arthur Vidich and
.Ioseph Bensman, Small Town in Mass Society
(Princeton, 1958).

